
    

 

 

 

CBAP®/ CCBA® Study Group  

Pop Quiz – BABOK® v2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 - **ANSWERS** 

 

Study Group Participant Name: ____________________________ 

Date:  March 11, 2015 

Facilitator:  Emily Tom, CBAP 

 

1. Donna is working on a project that requires a survey to elicit requirements. Which of the 

following would not be a primary audience for her survey? 

a) Advertising staff 

b) Subject Matter Experts 

c) **Sponsors 

d) Users 
 

2. The Solution Scope, an input in preparing  for elicitation, provides: 
a) understanding of what information should be elicited 

b) An A definition of what must be delivered in order to meet the business need 

c) A prediction of the effect of the proposed change initiative on the business 

d) **All of the above 

 

3. Which of the following is NOT a form of requirements package? 

a) A Model such as a process map 

b) **A risk register 

c) Formal Documentation such as a software requirements specification 

d) A presentation that provides a high-level overview of the solution functionality 

 

4. Which of the following are inputs of the Manage Solution Scope and Requirements task? 

a) Requirements Management Plan 

b) Stakeholder List, Roles and Responsibilities 

c) Solution Scope 

d) **All of the above 

 

5. When conducting an elicitation activity, what is one of the ways you can control scope? 

a) Tracking participants and actual time spent eliciting requirements 

b) **Tracking requirements back to business goals and objectives 

c) Doing prototyping 

d) Doing interface analysis 

 

6. What is the output of the Manage Solution Scope & Requirements task? 

a) Requirements [Validated] 

b) Solution Scope 

c) **Requirements [Approved] 



    

 

 

d) Business Case 

 

7. Which of the following is not a form of documented elicitation results? 

a) Written documents describing the outcomes, such as meeting minutes 

b) **Solution scope 

c) Visual or audio recordings 

d) Whiteboards (either actual or virtual) where notes are retained until they are transferred to 

another medium. 

 

8. Bonnie, the business analyst has been conducting several elicitation activities, such as 

workshops and interviews.  She and her scribe, Barry, have been documenting the requirements 

related to a health records management system for a medical institution.  The documentation of 

the solution for managing electronic health records is almost complete and Bonnie is almost 

ready present the requirements to the client in order to validate them.  Bonnie learns that there is 

a new provincial legislation that will come into effect within one year.  The legislation is about 

increased privacy requirements about patient health records.  (Her elicitation participants had not 

previously informed her of the upcoming legislation.)  Bonnie and Barry have been diligently 

managing requirements traceability.  What can and should Bonnie do in reaction to the new 

upcoming legislation? 

a) **Perform impact analysis to see how existing requirements are affected 

b) Perform a cost benefit analysis of  continuing with the project 

c) Conduct another elicitation workshop to review the requirements 

d) Proceed with presenting the requirements to the client 

 

9. Which of the following is the best definition of a focus group? 

a) A technique that promotes divergent thinking.  It uses the creative powers of a group to generate 

many ideas quickly to help solve a problem or resolve an issue 

b) **Gathers qualitative input about a problem, opportunity, product, system, etc.  Can be useful 

when many ideas need to be generated quickly, especially concerning attitudes and beliefs about 

a product 

c) Collects requirements for an existing "as is" system by studying and summarizing available 

documentation.  Like reverse engineering, this technique can compensate for a lack of qualified 

SMEs 

d) Conducted to determine from stakeholders which interfaces are needed.  Clarifies the boundaries 

of a system.  More analysis using other techniques is needed to uncover the detailed 

requirements for each interface 

 

10. Which of the following requirements elicitation tools helps discover interface and related 

requirements by visually representing them? 

a) Observation  

b) **Prototyping 

c) RACI Matrix 

d) Component building 

 


